Student Success Goal: Leader College of Distinction

Last fall, Achieving the Dream unveiled a new Leader College of Distinction designation. The more rigorous requirements for this application are meant to motivate sustained and aggressive reform efforts that result in far greater student success and equity. In reviewing the data requirements for this designation, we uncovered promising data as well as opportunities for improvement. Below is what we found most interesting. (All data are from fall to fall for students new to MCC.)

Percentage of students who persisted from fall to fall (2013-2016)
+2% · Overall
+11% · Black/African American
+7% · Pell Recipients
+6% · First Generation

Percentage of college-level credits completed with a C- or higher (2014-2017)
+11% · Black/African American
+4% · Pell Recipients
+7% · First Generation
+13% · Veterans

Percentage of students who completed college Math and/or English in Year 1 (2014-2017)
+4% · Overall

Percentage of students who earned a credential within four years of initial enrollment (2010-2013)
-4% · Overall
-9% · Pell Recipients
-7% · First Generation

Want to talk?
Thursday, February 28 at 2:30 in the CTL
Sally Birkan, Dean of Student Success, 231-777-0328
JB Meeuwenberg, Director of Data and Analytics, 231-777-0486
Jenny Klingenberg, Student Success Lead, 231-777-0697
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